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QUESTION: 1
You are configuring a VLAN interface on an internal route processor. You defined the
VLAN interface. What should you do next?
A. define the network number
B. define the default gateway
C. assign IP routing to the interface
D. assign a unique IP address to the interface

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Which command associates a map class with an interface or sub interface when
configuring frame relay traffic shaping?

A. frame-relay map
B. frame-relay class
C. map-class frame-relay
D. frame-relay map-class
E. map frame-relay class

Answer: B
QUESTION: 3
You have a Catalyst 5000 switch with a large network. Broadcasts are consuming too
much bandwidth. You want to create VLANs and need inter VLAN communication.
Which hardware accomplishes this?
A. MLS
B. RSM
C. MSFC
D. VLAN inters witch

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
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Which device allows communication between VLANs?

A. IP translator
B. route processor
C. switching engine
D. VLAN interswitch

Answer: B
QUESTION: 5
A VLAN, implemented in switching equipment, corresponds to which concept in legacy
network equipment?
A. VTP domain
B. LAN segment
C. routed network
D. ISL trunk interface

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Which statements are true above VLANs? (Choose two.)

A. VLANs have connected members located anywhere in the switched network.
B. VLANs improve network segmentation by determining the next network point to
which a frame should be forwarded.
C. VLANs allow a Layer 1 protocoll to determine intelligently the best path to a
destination when multiple paths exist.
D. VLANs solve the scalability problems found in large, flat networks by dividing the
network into smaller broadcast domains or subnets.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 7
How many VLANs can s single RSM support?
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A. 1
B. 16
C. 256
D.1024

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Which command configures a default gateway on a Catalyst 3500XL switch?
A. Switch(config) ip route ip address
B. Switch(config) set ip route address
C. Switch(config) ip route-default-gateway ip address
D. Switch(enable) set default-gateway ip address

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
What is a reason for aerating VLANs on switches?
A. to simply management
B. to simple configuration
C. to enhance Layer 2 functionality
D. to create smaller broadcast domains

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
Which tree are responsibilities of IKE in the IPsec protocol? (Choose three)

A. negotiating protocol parameters
B. packet encryption
C. exchanging public keys
D. integrity checking using hashes
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E. authenticating both sides of a connection
F. implementing tunnel mode

Answer: A, E, F
Note: IKE is a protocol used to automatically negotiate the security parameters,
authenticate identified parameters, and secure and establish an agreement between IPsec
routers. Multiple IKE policies can be defined between two IPsec peers; however, there
must be at least one matching IKE policy between them to establish the IPsec tunnels.

QUESTION: 11
Which router command is used to reverse telnet to a modem locally connected to line 8?

A. telnet 10.1.1.1 1008
B. telnet 10.1.1.1 2008
C. telnet 10.1.1.1 8
D. telnet 8 10.1.1.1

Answer: B

QUESTION: 12
You have a large flat network that is experiencing congestion. You want to create
VLANs with smaller subnets Layer 2 switch to increase performance. You only router is
equipped with 10BaseT Ethernet ports.How can you accomplish the assigned task?
A. use separate physical links from the router to the switch for each VLAN
B. move each new subnet to a separate router interface and route all traffic
C. enable ISL trunking on the router and pass all VLAN traffic on a single link
D. enable 802.1Q trunking on the router to pass all VLAN traffic on a single link

Answer: A

QUESTION: 13
What is a VLAN?
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